COSIAC Newsletter June 2012

A summary of resources, research, news and events in open scholarship for the preceding month

COSIAC URL: http://www.caul.edu.au/caul-programs/open-scholarship
Twitter feed: https://twitter.com/#!/openaccess_oz
@openaccess_oz's tweetbook

Created by Open Access in Oz

(Includes tweets from 05/24/2012 till 06/18/2012)
2012

May

24th May, 2012

05:34  Blog about lack of text mining of open access articles
       http://t.co/t9XvyBEV

05:35  RT @timeshighered REF may push players towards open goal, but publishers dismiss Willetts' suggestion as not a 'game changer' http://t.co/Ym7vbRM9

05:38  The DCC has launched DMP Online v3.0. Users can create data management plans incorporating multiple templates http://t.co/oh6JcwvC

05:42  New: Journal of Librarianship and Scholarly Communication - contains articles about open access and data management http://t.co/hS9za2o4

05:45  Times Higher Ed - The European Union will support open access in €80 billion (£64 billion) research funding programme http://t.co/iFnlAdN

05:48  Natasha Simons 'Implementing DOIs for Research Data'. http://t.co/LKdsYlhq
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05:51 Matchett from The Australian calls on Chief Sci to set up independent inquiry to make oz research open access
http://t.co/6wSS5CPJ

05:54 Editor of Elsevier journal Genomics resigns in protest against 'system that puts profit over access to research'
http://t.co/UdGKAf5e

05:59 Schol comm is complex environ incl researchers, library, publishers & admin. Paper looks at each & barriers to OA.
http://t.co/2gp14ooK

06:01 RT @LSEImpactBlog Our post today: Who gives a tweet? After 24 hours and 860 downloads, we think quite a few actually do http://t.co/BCsc3OIG

06:06 Finch committee is working on OA in UK. RCUK holding ground against publisher's resistance to 6m embargo & text mining. http://t.co/5NUTZX0G

06:10 Publishers not researchers have volunteered for large study of systematic archiving in repositories http://t.co/DKSSURZq via @researchinfo

06:11 The inaugural issue of BioResearch Open Access, a new bimonthly peer-reviewed open access journal, was released May 16 http://t.co/hR0Oaybk

06:13 New book by Peter Suber: "Open Access" from The MIT Press. Only $12.95 http://t.co/bCpE3buB via @sharethis
RT @oatp Open and Shut?: Open Access Mandates: Ensuring Compliance: "Why is the NIH proving more successful in achieving ... http://t.co/dw4uRlg3

Miami Uni, Ohio on May 14 voted to make their scholarly articles freely available in the university’s IR http://t.co/OzirBeHd

COAR has very comprehensive page 'Useful reading for repository managers' - Lots of good stuff. Check it out! http://t.co/clcBjdpr

NISO has released the draft Recommended Practice "PIE-J: Presentation & Identification of E-Journals" http://t.co/aPA7t5fv.

UCSF - largest sci institution in US - implements policy to make research papers freely accessible to public . http://t.co/kNctWQnL

Text mining: what do publishers have against this hi-tech research tool? The Guardian http://t.co/lTh78gE4 via @guardian


25th May, 2012

26th May, 2012
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28\textsuperscript{th} May, 2012

04:04 'Attacking publishers will not make open access any more sustainable' Author from Pub Assoc (it shows) Read comments http://t.co/YfgQDga4

23:13 They.Just.Dont.Get. It Arguing publishers are creating bottleneck on textmining after a UK 'Future of Publishing' event http://t.co/zFhWciXE

23:21 Real cost of overpaying 4 journals: skilled research scientists look at sci rather than do it. Incls OA $ comparisons http://t.co/SgaBmPW1

29\textsuperscript{th} May, 2012

00:09 COSIAC has monthly newsletters summarising OA activity from Sept11 - May12 Incl focus on paying 4 OA, Elsevier & RWA http://t.co/Ow50VyA3

00:18 Paper analyses 100yr IF/citation ratio. 1990 onward- less correlation. Reward system holds OA back. Is this end of IF? http://t.co/V5Xuarab

00:24 Prof Aidan Byrne from ANU will be new CEO ARC, starting July 23. Hope this indicates a more open research future in Oz http://t.co/R9H2M7K9
WileyBlackwell's attempts to make more money out of NHMRC OA policy - Matchett reckons academ publishing going nowhere http://t.co/uNUKOptm

Recent ALPSP dodgy survey of librarians claims to show evidence green OA means cancel of subscripts. Asked wrong quest http://t.co/GcrQdli3

Wikimedia Foundation endorses White House OA petition http://t.co/n6ntkk9p

Online pressure builds as Obama urged, 'open up' http://t.co/U9kqNkop via @timeshighered

Macmillans e-only publisher Momentum is dropping digital rights managment to allow copying http://t.co/Fot7yBxi via @momentumbooks

Paper compares pub & citations count to data from presenters’ social media. Mendeley has close correlation to Scopus http://t.co/jER46I3Z
June

2nd June, 2012

03:38 Society publishers: time to quit whining and make the leap to open access. Blog post :http://t.co/1b4p3S5f

03:41 Open Repositories 2012, 9-13 July, draft programme now available https://t.co/XbooNevC

22:18 Latest SPARC OA Newsletter features rise of libre open access http://t.co/iRt4VYKh

3rd June, 2012

23:39 A new quick guide to data citation from IASSIST http://t.co/mGvzE9b3

4th June, 2012

23:53 US Govt OA petition has made the 25000 signatures in half allotted time. Over to you Obama http://t.co/ulp2RoCY

5th June, 2012

00:00 Comment on ALPSP's claim green OA will hurt publishers based on their dodgy research. Time for publishers to move to OA http://t.co/zn09nsUQ
00:18 Read the Publisher's Association report for yourself. Spurious claims but this will be widely quoted by anti OA people http://t.co/ubKrR7De

07:08 'Academic journals and the price of knowledge' - Radio National's Future Tense, Sun 10 Jun 11.30am EST. Good speakers. http://t.co/i16oRTJw

7th June, 2012

01:07 MLA Journals Adopt New Open-Access-Friendly Author Agreements http://t.co/5cejqcsf

05:05 U Chicago grad students starting own publishing platform - protesting subs prices & give publishing back to scholars http://t.co/LOSwPFe7

05:11 Critique of ALPSP survey-more than the wrong quest, issues also with survey & conclusion that green OA will kill subs http://t.co/rUSRL7cd

05:16 UK Finch group criticised b/c not setting guidelines on article process fees-fears publishers continue profiteering http://t.co/qBvVVDdo

05:21 Finch report, suggestion that they should investigate publisher's profit margins (Times Higher Ed) http://t.co/cdR9X2tA via @timeshighered

05:24 UCSF Implements Policy to Make Research Papers Freely Accessible to Public - http://t.co/xKIkRhG6
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05:38 OA mandates do not violate US copyright law. Video of debate Peter Suber & Mark Seely, Elsevier plus comments
https://t.co/2utCRW7Z


11th June, 2012

01:05 Just released : the Digital Curation Bibliography: Preservation and Stewardship of Scholarly Works http://t.co/Dt6XzYXL

23:22 A New Declaration of Rights: Open Content Mining. Richard Poynder article and Q&A with Peter Murray-Rust.
http://t.co/8ywwu7pe

12th June, 2012

00:36 Study of 1370 OA journals show average article processing charge is US$905 -much less than commercial charge for hybrid http://t.co/k9mP3hoq

00:47 The Oz Common Room Blog about the Radio National program on OA on Sun - argues nothing new & publishers won't change http://t.co/txjhJ0MT

11:56 The number of full text items in Japanese IRs exceeds one million. http://t.co/P3WUFZMm

22:35 Hindawi’s ISRN Brand Offers to Pay for Articles. Bog post : http://t.co/LXNRe3XJ
13\textsuperscript{th} June, 2012

08:36 Radical new open access venture PeerJ offers researchers flat fee for 'all you can publish'  [http://t.co/F7z93Qxf](http://t.co/F7z93Qxf)

08:39 New OA journal PeerJ may disrupt academic publishing  [http://t.co/ZVVoWteD](http://t.co/ZVVoWteD)

23:50 Large-scale deposit in repositories increases access and use-results of PEER study which has validity unlike ALPSP one  [http://t.co/lcl8SGRw](http://t.co/lcl8SGRw)

14\textsuperscript{th} June, 2012

00:20 Come join the collective- collective studies analysis why all agree OA is good but people don't do  [http://t.co/YXM6MTcU](http://t.co/YXM6MTcU) via @timeshighered

02:11 Argentina takes steps towards open access law- all nat sci institutions must provide OA to articles & data after 6 mths  [http://t.co/qKXGtpCB](http://t.co/qKXGtpCB)

02:14 Manchester eScholar Blog: Institutional Repositories and measuring research impact - how IRs can offer researchers help  [http://t.co/kWyMQHKd](http://t.co/kWyMQHKd)

15\textsuperscript{th} June, 2012

00:56 ANDS webinar by Margaret Henty on "Ethics and data" now available  [http://t.co/O9jheq5B](http://t.co/O9jheq5B) Vimeo channel version is here  [http://t.co/56d8o7zs](http://t.co/56d8o7zs)
RT @PLoS Wicks: Open Access is for Patients. Whereas it was once “doctor’s orders,” it’s now “no decision about me without me. http://t.co/52J0RIJg

18th June, 2012

SPARC has a Coalition of Open Access Policy Institutions (COAPI) - seemingly exclusively US focused for now http://t.co/rn3VA31p

Talk: Leveraging the Digital Age: 21st century libraries in a global context FREE Ingrid Parent, 9 July, 3pm Uni Melb http://t.co/9HjOODPG

UK Event 1 June - Scholarly Communications: New Developments in Open Access, presentations now avail http://t.co/H94gVoQN

Open access to research is inevitable, says Nature editor-in-chief - finds OA experience compelling http://t.co/l3DqdtEW via @guardian

Study: drop in dominance of top journals. Relationship bwn paper citation rates and IF still weakening http://t.co/eBw3IWEI

Taxpayer-funded science papers should be made free to access within six months of publication- draft policy from RCUK http://t.co/WoWeGxGd
04:39 Does OA increase the impact of sci articles? Intensive care med study. OA adv higher for the more highly cited articles
http://t.co/ZiWMVoNo